CONSPIRACY (Consp.)

All boxes currently labeled “Consp.” = “Conspiracy”

(Note: EP = Emotional Plague)

Box 1

Table of events: 1943-54

Table of events March: 1955 - March 1956

Historical documents: USA 1941-45


Historical documents: 1952 – Eisenhower-Anderson parade

“Modju at Work” 1947-53

OROP – FDA

Trial documents (prepared for trial dates)

Table of Moscow Modju operations in USA 1940-52

Diary – “The Coming New Yorker Campaign” Dec.1939 - July 1943. Includes:
  • WR handwritten preface, Dec. 1939
  • Correspondence
  • Report (13.1.41) on Einstein meeting
  • Report (2.11.41) describes To-T experiment with Einstein
  • Re. Ellis Island 1941
  • Union Settlement Mental Hygiene Research Center
  • Norwegian clippings

Notes & article re. Emotional Plague (German - no date). Includes:
  • “Die rationale Funktion der lebensnotwendige Arbeit”

“Unwanted Interference” (article by WR re. Professor Russell - New School 1940)

Documents pertaining to Ellis Island detention, 1941

The Einstein Affair, 1941

1941 - Weinberger correspondence re. scientific irrationality (includes 1941 letter from Warren Weaver of Rockefeller Foundation)
Correspondence with American Medical Association (AMA)

1943 – Re. application for medical license

Notes re. EP: rumor-mongering re WR’s “insanity” and confusion of sex-economy with pornography, “free love” (German - no date)

1943-44 - Correspondence with Harry Obermayer (Israel)

1945-46 - Correspondence re. EP problems, includes not-sent letter to Arthur Garfield Hays

1955 - Karl Evang - EP

WR address before workers of the Orgone Institute April 14, 1946 (re. suffering of great men from EP)

1945 - Correspondence with American Civil Liberties Union

Bound record book containing EP material 1943-44 (includes principles of work democracy and notes on Kleiner Mann)

Box 2

1947 - Beginning of FDA investigation – correspondence, reports, protocols (includes Mildred Brady articles in Harpers and New Republic, May 26, 1947, and relevant correspondence

Saturday Review of Literature - August 16, 1947

WR outline of points concerning the investigation of the orgone accumulator by the Food and Drug Administration – The Danger of a Possible Frame-up (Dec. 1947)

“Calling All Couriers”

“Warning Against Communist Snipers” – Dec. 1947

Correspondence and Reports – Dec. 1947 (includes correspondence with Arthur Garfield Hays law office)

Reports and Affidavits re. orgone accumulator (primarily physicians)

Correspondence – Franklin Institute 1947-48

Letters to accumulator users: Dec. 1947 - Feb. 1948

Correspondence and Reports: Jan. 3 – Feb. 6, 1948

Correspondence and Reports: Feb 7 – April 13, 1948
Correspondence and Reports: May 29 – Nov. 2, 1948
Correspondence and Reports: Nov. 8 – Dec. 16, 1948
Correspondence: Per Voss (Langfeldt slur)
Correspondence and Reports: AMA 1949
Correspondence and Reports: March – August 8, 1949
Correspondence and Reports: Aug. 15 – Dec. 13, 1949
Correspondence and Reports: Feb 17 – June 20, 1950
Theodore Hauschka “The Cancer Biopathy of Wilhelm Reich” – June 1950
Correspondence and Reports: July 6 – Oct. 1, 1950 (includes letter from AEC to lawyer Peter Mills – Sept. 19, 1959)
Correspondence and Reports: Oct. 1950
Correspondence and Reports: Oct. 28 – Nov. 24, 1950
Correspondence and Reports: Nov. 28 – Dec. 22, 1950
Correspondence with The Menninger Foundation: Oct. 9 – Dec. 9, 1950
Re. cancer – 1950-51
Correspondence re. cancer – 1950-51
Black-Stevenson Cancer Foundation 1950
“The Scope of the Cancer Research Program and the Role of the American Cancer Society – 1950 (American Cancer Society publication)
Colliers – May 26, 1951, re. cancer quacks

Box 3

Correspondence and Reports: Jan. – April 1951, includes letter from Robert Oppenheimer to Eleanor Roosevelt (Jan. 15, 1951) and “The Plague Attack on the Orgonomic Children’s Clinic”
Correspondence and Reports: Telfer (England) 1957
Correspondence and Reports: May 7 – Aug. 6, 1951
Correspondence and Reports: Aug. 7, 1951 – Jan. 3, 1952
List of unsolicited drug ads & samples over two-week period - 1951

Orgonon - social psychiatry “The Great Killer Hatred” 1951-52 (includes protocols & WRF board meetings)

List of requests for orgonomic literature from institutions, etc.

Feb. – May 1952

June – August 1952

Annual Meeting WRF – Aug. 22, 1952

August 24, 1952

Sept. 5 – Oct. 13, 1952

WR – “Basic Tenets on Fed Fascism” / “Organized Emotional Plague”

“The Strange Case of the U.S.A. Food and Drug Administration” – Lois Wyvell

Quotations from Karl Marx


Marvin Mandel incident – 1952

Joel Carmichael – 1952

U.S. State Department Investigation - 1952

Martin Gardner – “Science and the Brilliant Crackpots”

EP Attacks on OIRC: protocols and correspondence

Chronological list of documents, events, re. Child & Infant Research

Protocol – conversation between WR and Dr. Duvall – Aug. 25, 1951

Dr. Duvall: May – June 1952

EP attack on Dr. Duvall

Maine Dept. of Health and Welfare – 1952

Special Meeting of Medical Orgonomists – April 30, 1952

Meeting of orgonomists with attorney Harry Green – June 18, 1952

Aug. – Sept. 1952
WR – “Modju at work” (“No-see-ems”)
Sept. 2-23, 1952
Sept. 24-Oct. 14, 1952
Oct. 14-21, 1952
Meetings – Board of Trustees, Wilhelm Reich Foundation – Sept. 1952
Nov. – Dec. 1952
Marika Hellstrom Incident – 1951-52

Box 4

1952 - Anderson-Eisenhower parade incident
Quotes from a novel (no title or date) ridiculing orgone accumulator
“Social Fog” - conspiracy (no date – 2 pages, incomplete)
Silent Observer notes & protocols re. EP - 1952:
• “Warning vs. politicking meddlers & freedom peddlers”
• “Never Let Go of Broncho”
• “The Thief Moscow Modju”
• “Swing Out”
• “The Non-Com-Pots”
• “Free Expression of Opinion”
• Notes re. letter from England
• Lois Wyvell notes on WR conversations re. EP

Notes (“Curiosa of No-See-'Em Events”) 1952-53

1953 - Vancouver-Clark social pathology

Transcription of recording of “The AMA and the Pharmaceutical Industry vs. The Life Energy” – Aug. 24, 1953

Lois Wyvell - correspondence & protocols 1948-53

L. Wyvell - 1951-54 (mostly material re. her mother)

Orgone Energy Bulletin article “The Pestilent Character” and part of legal brief re. “Enemy of Man”

1954 – Feb. 10-18, 1954 (contains news reports re. FDA complaint)

1954 – Statements and reactions to FDA Complaint

WR’s Response to Complaint

FDA’s “Request for Admissions” – Feb. 26, 1954, signed by Peter Mills

Feb. 27 – March 14, 1954

Decree of Injunction – Mar. 19, 1954

March 19-25, 1954 (includes WR draft “The Board of Social Psychiatry”)

March 25-31, 1954

April 1 – Sept. 1, 1954

______________________________________________________________

Box 5

1954 – April 10-June 26 (contains physicians’ appeals to intervene)

1954 – April 29 - December

Re. Distribution of Conspiracy – An Emotional Chain Reaction

May 1954 – Physicians’ Appeal to Intervene

June 2 – July 13, 1954

July 18 – Sept. 15, 1954

WR to Trustees of WRF – Aug. 28, 1954

Sept. 6-23, 1954

Story on the Hydrogen Bomb

Sept. 24 – Nov. 10, 1954

Nov. 17 – Dec. 6, 1954 (includes Judge’s decision on physicians’ appeal for intervention)

Dec. 1-30, 1954

Letters re. Injunction

Re. book distribution

1954 - C. Kelley correspondence with FDA
1954 - B. Grad correspondence re. injunction

R. McCullough correspondence with Franklin Technical Institute - March-August, 1955

McCullough statement re: purpose of FDA attack

McCullough article “In The Name of a Scientific Investigation” & Part II of McCullough article (“Epilogue”)

1954 - Yankee Magazine

1954 - Science Magazine

______________________________________________________________

Box 6

1954 - New York Post interview

1954 – “The Emotional Desert” - WR seminar, August (2 copies)

Draft for letter to possible conspirators

1955 – January

1955 – Feb-March

1955 – April-May (See Conspiracy Box 29 for newspaper report on Salk vaccine)

1955 – June 1-16

1955 – June 17-27

1955 – June 28-July 3

1955 – July 6-September 15 (includes transcripts of July 26 meeting WR and physicians prior to court hearing on criminal contempt charge, the July 26 hearing, WR’s statement, as well as Sharaf notes on hearing “Social psychiatry in the Courtroom”, and effort to locate W. Washington.

1955 - Miscellaneous - Eva Reich-Moise notes

Steig receipt

______________________________________________________________

Box 7

1955 – September 15-November 4 (includes Oct. 10 “Order Granting Motion to Amend Information” [fragile], and October 26th letter to Edward Teller)
1955 – November 4 - December 31  (includes Dec. 9th not-sent letter to Edward Teller)

Correspondence with University of Pennsylvania Law Review – 1956

1956 – January - April 25

1956 – April 26 - July 17  (includes May 2nd WR statement “Our Planet is Dying”)

Material re. dissolution of organizations, June-July, 1956

Box 8

“Human Pranking – 1956”

1956 – July 18-December 31

Eva Reich file 1954-56

ER-Moise notes – “Ea social” (reactions to EP from ER and Moise)


1954-56 - Catch letter file

Slander 1940-57

Box 9

1957

Steig spool incident

Steig legal fund

Steig file 1956-57

Material relating to physicians and injunction
  • lawyer's letters to Eva Reich
  • affidavits - July 1956
  • Mills - Brief for Appellee re. Baker et al. vs. US

EP - miscellaneous (drawing of WR bust & picture of A. Karrer's brother)

Original copy of original “Response” to Complaint for Injunction – WR

Modju Injunction Diary: “Pestilent Character on the Social Scene”
Judge Clifford Injunction - A document of Social Pathology (2 copies) 1947-54
(Note: the above two items are much the same—different drafts & corrections, etc.)

Modju Injunction

__________________________________________________________________________

Box 10

“The Clifford Injunction”

Different arrangements of conspiracy-injunction material

“Why I Refused to go to Court” (included in “Response to Ignorance”)

OREPPO [Orgone Emotional Plague Prevention Office] (WR - handwritten)

Index for Conspiracy

EPPO [Emotional Plague Prevention Office] – Material for Cases Nos. 1 & 2

EPPO – materials forwarded to government agencies FBI, CIA

EPPO – Interviews with government & state personnel

Steig efforts to encourage the press to use good photos of Reich

Conspiracy (WR's copy)

__________________________________________________________________________

Box 11

Points for the FBI

The Face of Social Evil

Conspirators

Investigation into Nature of the Accuser

Chemical Warfare

Summary quotation from Briefs of Appellants: Principles of good government

Conspiracy Papers
  • The Peaceful Version
  • The Violent Version at the Face Value of the Proceedings
  • Technical Errors

The Face of Corruption in Government: material relating to contempt charge
Papers re. legal action:
- Factual evidence
- Misrepresentations of facts
- Human irrationalism & American Law Structure
- Basic Legal Defect in Criminal Case 5003
- Recommendation to Establish Boards on Social Pathology
- Statement at Portland - May 25, 1956
- Atoms for Peace vs. the Hig [Hoodlum in Government]
- Not-sent letter to Eisenhower - April 5, 1956

Survey on Dynamics of EP of Man

Function of Capital City

Handwritten notes - includes “IO Testing of WR”

Notation of lawyer James St. Clair

Appeal
  - Unlawful Techniques used by the Accuser during Pre-trial & Trial Procedures

Conspiracy of HIGs [Hoodlums in Government]

Evidence: Red Thread of Conspiracy

Did I Irritate Court's Sensitivity to Contempt

Handwritten notes

The New Laws

List of books re. WR & orgonomy over which WR had no control

Cases mentioned in FDA complaint (from files of Accumulator Department)

Material relating to Peter Mills:
  - Correspondence, documents, and copies of WRF minutes involving Mills
  - includes dispensations re. discoveries

Fraud charge vs. Mills (Court testimony)

Material - evidence for court (never presented):
  - Orgonomists' affidavits - 1947 & 1955
  - WR letter to Dr. Willie
  - Original Eleanor Roosevelt - Oppenheimer correspondence
  - Oranur
  - Orop Desert

Material prepared by WR for legal appendix (includes survey on Ea - March 17, 1954)
Marked copies of *The Oranur Experiment* and *Bibliography On Orgonomy*

---

**Box 12**

Material for appeal – documents

Original documents used for legal material

Record Appendix - Volume III

Vol. III page proofs

Clerk's docket entries - Civil 1056

---

**Box 13**

Trial transcripts May 1956 (one with WR notations) and transcripts of individual testimony

---

**Box 14**

WR Appeal Brief

Petition for Writ of Certiorari (Supreme Court)

Petitioner’s Reply Brief

WR handwritten notes re. Petition

Material for Monday – March 11, 1957

Part of trial testimony, with WR’s notations (includes Judge’s charge to the jury)

Original typed copy of Vol. V *Contact With Space* (in zippered case)

Proofs and cuts for Volumes III & V

---

**Box 15**

WR letter to James V. Baker, Director of U.S. Prisons, August 6, 1957

Material for Habeas Corpus
Conspiracy - miscellaneous (mostly WR handwritten notes)

Secretary’s shorthand notebook

W. Moise miscellaneous notes

Notes on legal information

Historical Survey of Pure Food & Drug Act (McCullough)

Material for Core Pilot sent to Steig by Reich

Eva Reich file during WR imprisonment

Silvert material re. trial & aftermath (given to Wilhelm Reich Infant Trust in 1959 - not well filed; contains 5 pages of mathematics given to Silvert by WR for safekeeping)

______________________________

**Box 16**

Two booklets used by WR as exhibits: *Atoms for Peace vs. The Hig* and *The Red Thread of Conspiracy*

Material used by government as trial exhibits (financial)

(Note: See also Conspiracy Box 29 for additional government exhibits)

______________________________

**Box 17**

*Atoms for Peace vs. The Hig* (2 copies)

Negatives – material deleted from *Conspiracy* volume

Galleys of legal material

*The Red Thread of a Conspiracy*

Package addressed by WR to Peter Mills (magazines & newspapers)

______________________________

**Box 18**

*Conspiracy* (two copies - one has WR notation on title page “Catch the hoodlums of politics”)

______________________________

**Box 19 & Box 20**
Duplicate copies of conspiracy material  (poorly organized, some multiple copies)

Box 21

WR’s hand copies of legal material

Box 22

WR hand copies of legal materials

Copies of *Annals, OEB*, and *Emotional Plague vs. Orgone Biophysics* (Wolfe)

CORE, Vol. VI, Nos. 1-4 (3 copies - one with WR comment on jacket)

Rules of courts & Federal Security Agency

Box 23

Legal volumes and other books belonging to WR given to lawyer St. Lewis for legal appeal when WR was in prison (legal material marked by WR, Eva Reich handwriting on cards)

Box 24

Personal volumes of WR (marked). The handwriting on back of note on p. A103 in Record Appendix is Aurora Karrer’s.

Legal

CORE for Judge Clifford

Box 25

Magazines (mostly pornographic)—some with articles on WR and the accumulator—and various press clippings re. health issues, scientists, miscellaneous

Box 25a
Magazines and Advertising re. drugs & drug companies (some with article on/or references to WR)

---

**Box 25b**

Copies of *Orgonomic Functionalism* (Paul Ritter publication)

---

**Box 26**

Material obtained from FDA files by Mary Higgins (1947 - March 25, 1954)
- Information from FDA files re. Baker, Cott, Duvall (includes March 3 letter from WR to Elsworth Baker)

---

**Box 27**

Material obtained from FDA files by Mary Higgins (1955-73), including:
- letter March 3, 1954 from H.R. Weinstein, M.D. to C. C. Little re. purpose of investigation “to prove fraud”
- letter April 1, 1954 Weinstein to John W. Norcross, M.D. “to unmask fraudulent medical claims”
- letter March 28, 1955 Howard Weinstein, M.D. to Daniel Blain (APA) “We could not have brought the injunction case against Dr. Reich except for the fact that nationally known psychiatrists gave willingly of their time and knowledge to help us perfect the case.” (George P. Larrick, Commissioner of FDA)

---

**Box 28**

Material from FBI and Department of State obtained by Mary Higgins in 1984

---

**Box 29**

*(This is a large box for larger materials)*

News clippings:
- ridiculing the orgone accumulator
- Salk Vaccine
- correlation attempts by Eva [Reich] & William Moise
- Emotional Plague
- Robert Oppenheimer
- Bangor Daily News re. blueberry crop
• Rockefeller
• American Civil Liberties Union re. book burning and Reich trial
• Government trial exhibits
• Freedom Press (England)
• FDA attack and trial